Target concentration intervention in oncology: where are we at?
Therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) and more recently target concentration intervention (TCI) have been widely used in clinical practice for the optimization of drug treatment. TDM and TCI have been applied most frequently in the cardiovascular, respiratory, neurology, and infectious disease areas because the medications used here have both narrow therapeutic indices and a clear relationship between concentration and effect. However, apart from drugs such as methotrexate and 5-fluorouracil, the clinical application of TDM/TCI in oncology is minimal. An important reason for this is that a therapeutic index for most anticancer agents has not been established. However, in the last 20 years, relationships between plasma drug concentrations and clinical outcome have been defined for various chemotherapeutic agents. Defining concentration-effect relationships is also complicated by the fact that cancer is almost always treated with multiple drugs given in combination making the precise definition of the pharmacodynamics of individual agents difficult. The increase in patients with obesity and also those underweight adds to the complexity of effective oncology treatment. This review describes some of the evidence that supports the use of TDM/TCI in oncology. It is proposed that as more patients previously ineligible for chemotherapy become eligible, TDM/TCI may play a critical role in optimizing chemotherapy outcomes. However, pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic research to investigate both therapeutic benefit and feasibility in daily clinical practice is required.